
Masterclass outline
Leaders are increasingly being called to adapt to complex situations 
characterised by volatility and uncertainty.  Good practice, which 
can only ever be “yesterday’s practice” is not always suited to the 
challenges that leaders face.   As a result of increasing levels of 
uncertainty, leaders can experience disorientation and overwhelm 
as their existing knowledge base and repertoire for acting in role 
prove to be limited in effectiveness and impact.  This in turn can 
lead to a loss of self-esteem, confidence and agency as those ways of 
being and working that have conferred a sense of identity for a 
leader are experienced as less reliable or effective

Masterclass aiMs and objectives:
In this Masterclass I shall explore the impact of increased 
complexity, volatility and uncertainty on the lived experience of 
leaders and ways in which a relational orientation to coaching can 
support leaders to understand and adjust creatively to the demands 
of extraordinary times.  
This will include:
Z The particular pressures “extraordinary times” can place on 
leaders and how they challenge often unconscious archetypes and 
assumptions about what it means to lead.
Z Anxiety in the face of the unknown.
Z Neurotic anxiety and how this limits creativity, experimentation 
and adaptability in leaders and coaches alike.
Z Existential anxiety and how learning to befriend this 
fundamental human experience can support greater perspective 
taking and adaptation.
Z How a relational approach to coaching can support leaders to 
move from being in the grip of neurotic anxiety to befriending 
existential anxiety in service of making new meaning and acting in 
innovative ways for complex times.

The Masterclass will introduce a number of perspectives on anxiety 
and how to work with it along with inquiry exercises and discussion 
to bring theoretical perspectives to life.

Simon CaviCChia is an Executive Coach, oD Practitioner, 

Coach and oD Supervisor and UKCP Registered Gestalt 

Psychotherapist.  he is currently a member of faculty on the 

ashridge masters in Executive Coaching and for eight years 

led the masters Programme in Coaching Psychology at the 

metanoia institute in London.  he was also a faculty member 

on the masters in organisational Development – a Gestalt 

approach, also at the metanoia institute, and taught on the 

Change agent Skills and Strategies mSc at the University of 

Surrey School of management for a number of years.  

he works in Financial Services, the nhS, higher Education, 

oil and Gas, media, Retail and a number of Charities and 

Public Sector organisations such as the Probation Service.  

Simon has published a number of papers on the application 

of Gestalt to coaching and consulting, updated the 4th edition 

of Gestalt Counselling in Action by Petruska Clarkson and in 

2018, published The Theory and Practice of Relational 

Coaching – Complexity, Paradox and Integration with  

maria Gilbert.

Befriending Existential Anxiety  
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Coaching at Work series of Masterclasses 2020 

date: Wednesday 25th November 2020 (Half Day) 
venue: Online Zoom Platform 
timings: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm

logistics
Fees  
Half-day price:  
£60.00 (subscriber),   
£72.50 (non-subscriber) 
All prices include VAT

 Groups of 3+ :  
A further 5% discount is available

booking Procedure
Please fill in an application form 
on-line at:  
www.coaching-at-work.com/
masterclasses  


